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Abstract

In Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs), vehicles can
gain short connections to the Internet by using wireless ac-
cess points (AP). A significant part of the connection time is
the time required for acquiring an IP address via Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). Depending on a ve-
hicle’s speed and the AP coverage area, DHCP can con-
sume up to 100 percent of a vehicle’s available connec-
tion time. We propose the IP Passing Protocol to reduce
the overhead of obtaining an IP address to under one-tenth
of a second. This is done without modifying either DHCP
or AP software. We explore scalable implementations and
describe the dynamics of the IP Passing Protocol. We also
show our protocol will significantly improve efficiency, re-
duce latency, and increase vehicle connectivity.

1 Introduction

Wireless communication is being used to provide ser-
vices for users in their vehicles, and VANETs can be lever-
aged to provide a wide range of services to people on the
go. Traditional Internet services can be provided; combin-
ing GPS feedback from VANET users can provide up to
date traffic information, or even information for vehicles to
use for collision avoidance [12, 8, 13, 14]. Based on vehicu-
lar feedback, driving patterns can also be recorded for more
accurate traffic analyses [5].

Integrating VANETs into current networks presents a
new set of challenges. Due to the speed at which vehi-
cles travel, they quickly move into and subsequently out of
an AP’s coverage range. Bychkovsky et al. [1] discovered
that at city driving speed, after a vehicle associates with an
AP and acquires an IP address, common connection times
range from 5 seconds to 24 seconds. However, the WiFi
DHCP often requires two or three seconds once associa-
tion is complete. A vehicle’s usable connection time can be
considerably increased by reducing IP acquisition time and
overhead.

Our solution allows vehicles to pass IP address informa-
tion backwards geographically, relative to the direction of
travel. For example, as node A leaves an APs coverage
area, node B, who is behind node A, will reuse node A’s
IP address to access the Internet via the same AP. This pro-
cess involves three main steps: gathering the IP informa-
tion, passing the IP from node A to node B, and configuring
node B’s interface on the fly.

Our solution provides multiple improvements for the
performance of VANETs. Based on these improvements,
this paper has three main contributions:

1. We reduce the average IP acquisition latency to less
than one-tenth of a second and significantly reduce the
network overhead, extending the overall connectivity
time by two to three seconds.

2. Our solution is backward compatible with existing in-
frastructure because no AP modification is required.

3. This is a novel concept because no one has examined
how to extend coverage time of nodes in VANETs
from a DHCP perspective.

We also propose a number of IP Passing algorithms for
choosing the trailing vehicle that will receive the passed
IP address. Our algorithms apply to both structured and
unstructured VANETs, and these algorithms are evaluated
based on efficiency, latency, and connectivity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is
an overview of background material. Section 3 presents our
test bed and results. The algorithms for IP Passing will be
presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides some analytical
results on these algorithms. Section 6 presents related work
and Section VII concludes the paper.

2 Background

We make two assumptions about the equipment and ca-
pabilities of the computers in each vehicle. Our first as-
sumption is each vehicle has at least one wireless interface



card and the interface is capable of listening in promiscu-
ous mode. We also assume that each vehicle has a GPS
receiver for identifying its own location. For our algorithms
and analysis of structured VANETS we also assume a node
knows its neighbors’ locations. Next, we provide back-
ground information on DHCP and the Address Resolution
Protocol.

DHCP provides IP addresses to nodes when they join
a network. A DHCP server is responsible for maintaining
a pool of addresses and issuing the IPs, through leases, to
clients for a specified amount of time. The process for ac-
quiring a DHCP lease entails four messages. The DHCP
Discover message, sent as a broadcast from a client in need
of a lease, is the initial contact between the client and server.
When a DHCP Discover message is received, the server
checks its IP pool for available addresses and issues a lease
to the client with a DHCP Offer message. The client ac-
cepts the offer by sending a DHCP Request message as a
response. If the offer is still valid, the server sends a DHCP
ACK. The client is not able to use the lease information un-
til it receives the DHCP ACK [2]. All client messages are
broadcast messages, while the server’s are unicast. When a
client is prepared to leave a network, it sends a DHCP Re-
lease message to the server so the server can delete the lease
information and place the IP back into its pool of available
addresses [2].

ARP is responsible for mapping protocol addresses to
hardware addresses and does so using a simple request–
response implementation. To retrieve an unknown hardware
address, a node broadcasts an ARP Request specifying the
IP address it wants to contact. The other nodes in the net-
work examine the request to determine if they are the sub-
ject of the inquiry. If a node determines it is the target,
the node responds with an unicast ARP Reply, mapping the
missing hardware address to its protocol address [11].

Each node maintains a list of ARP entries known as an
ARP cache. It is possible for a node to update its ARP in-
formation in the ARP cache of other nodes using a Gra-
tuitous ARP (GARP) message. The GARP message is an
ARP Request where the source and destination IP are iden-
tical. Other nodes who have an ARP cache entry for that
particular IP address update the entry with the MAC address
included in the GARP.

3 Implementation

3.1 Overview

In order to pass an IP address, a node needs the ability
to know when it should pass the IP address to another node.
By setting a minimum Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) thresh-
old, a vehicle is able to determine whether or not it has
an adequate connection to the AP. Similar to understanding

when to switch access points [6], maintaining a minimum
SNR threshold allows a node time to attempt passing the IP
and still have time to send a DHCP Release message, if re-
quired. Whether to release or pass an IP will be discussed
in detail in Section 4.

As illustrated in Section 1, multiple pieces of informa-
tion are required before node B can utilize the IP address
it receives from node A. In addition to the address itself,
node A must provide the subnet mask and the network’s de-
fault gateway. This is the minimum amount of information
required for node B to communicate with the AP.

Once associated, node B can immediately begin using
the passed IP. However, the AP needs to be informed of
the new MAC address which is associated with the IP ad-
dress. Typically, nodes maintain an ARP cache to map
IP addresses to MAC addresses [11]. A Gratuitous ARP
(GARP) message can be used to update ARP cache entries
in other nodes.

The next improvement is to include the AP’s Extended
Service Set ID (ESSID). Because several APs may oper-
ate in a given area, the inclusion of the ESSID allows for
the receiver node to immediately associate with the correct
AP once it is within range. To check for associativity, we
operate under the assumption that the MAC address of the
default gateway and the AP are the same.

We also include the GPS coordinates for the location
where the passing vehicle began associating with the AP.
We define this location as the association point. This point
is required for the IP Passing algorithms. We assume that
the GPS latitude and longitude information are in the format
of two 32 bit integers.

Once the information is gathered, we marshal it into an
IP Passing packet to forward (format shown in Figure1).
We utilize the ioctl system call to retrieve and set all rel-
evant information, so we use binary rather than ASCII for
our packet format. Our packet has a payload range of 30 to
62 bytes; all our fields are a fixed length except the ESSID,
which is bound by a maximum length of 32 bytes. To min-
imize network overhead, we use a MAC layer broadcast to
avoid layer 3 and 4 headers. There is no IP or port informa-
tion for distinguishing our packet from any other broadcast,
because we send a MAC layer broadcast. Therefore, we
include a four byte magic cookie in our packet format.

The receiver listens for broadcast packets in promiscuous
mode because it may not be on the same network as the
node passing the IP. When it receives a packet it parses the
data of each broadcast for the magic cookie, configures each
parameter, associates with the AP, and finally sends out the
GARP to update the AP’s ARP cache. The GARP message
also acts as an acknowledgment to node A. At that point,
the receiver is ready to pass traffic.



Forwarded IP Address
Forwarded Subnet Mask

Default Gateway IP Address
Default Gateway MAC Address

GPS Information (cont.)

ESSID
0-32 bytes

Check Sequence

Default GW MAC Addr. (cont.) GPS Information

GPS Information (cont.)

0                                    Bits                                  31

Figure 1: IP Passing Packet Format

3.2 Equipment

For our experiments, we use a Linksys WRT54GL router
as our AP. Our two nodes run Redhat Linux, with the 2.4.25
kernel, and network monitoring is performed by an Apple
PowerBook running OS X 10.4.9. We use Ethereal to cap-
ture packets. Ethereal is an open source software package
that can capture, display, and analyze all packets an inter-
face is capable of hearing. We used Ethereal 0.10.12-1011.

By default, our AP only allowed us to view the issued
DHCP leases. In order to verify our experiments, we were
required to view the AP ARP cache to ensure it was prop-
erly modified following the GARP message. Although our
implementation requires no modification of the AP, it was
necessary to change our AP’s operating system for verifica-
tion purposes. We installed DD-WRTv23 SP3 on the AP to
allow telnet access and to view the ARP cache.

3.3 Observations

Prior to implementing our solution, we need to deter-
mine what normal behavior is for an AP. We were intrigued
by the thought an AP required two to three seconds to issue
an IP address, so we wanted to view all messages passed
during the transaction. We observed DHCP transactions on
different APs, and found some variation in the methods for
issuing leases. On our test system, the Linksys WRT54-
GL, after the DHCP Discover message (Figure3 Packet 1)
was received, the AP determined which IP to issue and per-
formed three ARP requests (Figure3 Packets 2 – 4) to deter-
mine whether that IP was already in use. After the third neg-
ative response, the remaining steps of the DHCP transaction
were completed (Figure3 Packets 5 – 7). The total time was
approximately 2.5 seconds. This sequence of events was
replicated during testing on two additional Linksys brand
APs. We also looked at another brand, Apple Airport Ex-
press. Here an IP was issued after only one failed ARP

Figure 2: The basic flow of information during our distributed
implementation of an IP Passing transaction. The initial vehicle
entering an AP coverage area will have to request an IP address
and all subsequent vehicles can share the IP. The trailing vehicle
will listen for IP Passing packets before requesting a lease.

request. This sequence took less than 1 second, as seen in
Figure4.

We define Traditional DHCP as the sequence of events
based on the Linksys implementation of DHCP. We define
Apple DHCP as the sequence of events based on the Apple
implementation of DHCP. Traditional DHCP requires 2.5
seconds to complete; when a vehicle is far from the AP and
does not have a reliable connection, this time could possibly
increase.

3.4 IP Passing

Our IP Passing implementation simulated a distributed
system where neither node had prior knowledge of its
neighbors. Node A has to gather all of the necessary in-
formation, format a broadcast, and transmit the data to node
B. Node B has to retrieve the information, configure its in-
terface, insert a default route and an ARP cache entry for the
default gateway, associate with the AP, and send the GARP.
Each step is depicted in Figure6, and the decision making
process in depicted in Figure2.

Each node’s initial setup is a blank network configura-
tion. This simulates both nodes traveling along the road,
searching for an AP to associate with, and having no knowl-
edge of each other. The first step is for node A to associate



Figure 3: Capture of a Traditional DHCP transaction on a Linksys brand AP after association has completed. We can see that once the
initial Discover message is sent, it takes two and a half seconds for the DHCP server to respond with a DHCP Offer message.

Figure 4: Capture of Apple’s DHCP transaction after association has completed, on an Airport Express. This implementation of DHCP
eliminates two ARP Requests compared to the Traditional DHCP.

Figure 6: The four steps of an IP Passing transaction. Vehicle A
obtains a DHCP address (1) and passes the IP to Vehicle B (2).
Vehicle B associates with the AP (3) and broadcasts a GARP to
the AP (4).

and perform a traditional DHCP request sequence. As node
A continues traveling, it reaches the point where it no longer
needs its IP, so it forwards the IP to node B which is just
about to enter the range of the AP and is not yet associated
(step 2). Node B receives the IP Passing packet and begins
association with the AP (step 3). It parses the information
and configures all relevant settings in preparation for when
it is associated with the AP. Once Node B is associated, it
sends the GARP as the final step to update the APs ARP
cache. Figure5 depicts the IP Passing process from Node
B’s perspective. Packet 1 is a received IP Passing packet. In
under one-tenth of a second from receiving the IP Passing
message, node B transmits its first association request to the
AP. Association requires a couple seconds, but packet 3 and
4 show node B is able to pass traffic within one-tenth of a
second after association is completed.

3.5 Analyses

Table 1 provides a direct comparison of two typical
DHCP implementations and IP Passing in terms of time,
size in bytes, and number of messages required. Our im-
plementation of the IP Passing Protocol reduces the amount

Implementation Time Bytes # of Messages
Traditional DHCP 2.5 s 2096 7

Apple DHCP 0.5 s 1906 5
IP Passing 0.09 s 296 2

Table 1: A comparison of all three test bed implementations for
acquiring an IP address. The bytes for IP Passing represents the
maximum possible amount.

of overhead required for acquiring an IP address from 2000
bytes to under 300.

In our implementation, the ESSID for the AP was only
four bytes long. If the ESSID were the maximum length,
then our message would require 296 bytes. Even at the
maximum size, IP Passing results in at least an 84 percent
reduction in network overhead for IP acquisition.

Figure7 shows the new acquisition time in reference to
the time-line reported in [1]. We can see that the acquisi-
tion time is moved significantly to the left, allowing a longer
connection time by reducing the time to acquire an IP ad-
dress compared to traditional DHCP.

4 Algorithms for Passing IPs

The following subsections present algorithms for choos-
ing whom the IP address is passed to and when to release
it. We assume that if a node does not receive an IP address
through IP Passing, that node will attempt to use DHCP for
obtaining one. This is necessary when a node has no ge-
ographically forward neighbors or when its geographically
forward neighbors do not pass it an IP promptly.

We present two optimal algorithms based on awareness
of immediate neighbor topology first, followed by more
realistic distributed algorithms without knowledge of the
neighbor topology. We define all of our parameters in Table



Figure 5: The packet capture for an IP Passing transaction. The trail vehicle receives an IP Passing packet, Packet 1, and immediately
attempts to associate with the AP. Almost immediately after associating, the vehicle is able to pass traffic. The number of non-association
related packets is reduced from 7 to 2, with a significant reduction in overhead.

Acquire IP 
via IP 

Passing

Figure 7: The time-line for of network activity, with the new IP
acquisition time via IP Passing depicted.

2.
The main parameter of concern is D, which we define as

the physical distance between the vehicle currently in pos-
session of the IP address and the vehicle that will receive
the IP for later use. We are also concerned with d, which is
the distance between any two vehicles.

4.1 Algorithms with Neighbor Topology
Awareness

A car benefits the most from IP passing when it receives
the IP before being associated with the AP. So the proposed
algorithms aim at delivering the IP address to a car before it
is associated and with minimum overhead. A car knows the
location where cars behind itself will be associating with
the AP, because this can be inferred from where it became
associated (association point). So, a car leaving the AP area
would deliver its IP to the cars near the association point and
moving in the same direction.

4.1.1 One-hop IP Passing

With the knowledge of the one-hop neighbor topology, a
node knows its neighbors’ locations and directions of travel.
In addition, a node knows a unique name for all its neigh-
bors and includes this name explicitly in the passing mes-
sage. We first consider the case where the association point
is within one-hop coverage of a car leaving the AP, so IP
passing is limited to one hop. At the end of this subsection

Param Description
r The communication range of vehicles
R The length of road covered by an AP
d The physical distance between any two cars
D The distance between the vehicle that is for-

warding an IP and the receiving vehicle
v The velocity of the cars

tDHCP The time required to obtain
an IP address via DHCP

tpass The time required to send a
passing message

tGARP The time required to send a GARP
tinrange The time a node is in range of

the AP before it is passed an IP
address

texpire The time it takes for a DHCP
lease to expire

Table 2: IP Passing parameters determining the efficiency of the
algorithms.

we relax the one-hop assumption. The distance between the
passing car and the receiving car, D, is important for evalu-
ating the algorithms and is examined with each algorithm.

Farthest Neighbor: A simple solution would be to pass
the IP address to the one-hop neighbor farthest from itself
(FN). The idea is that the farthest neighbor is most likely
outside the AP coverage area and would benefit from re-
ceiving an IP address earlier.

To compute the distance between two cars involved in
IP passing, assume the passing node has n neighbors and
the distance between itself and neighbor i is di, let r be the
range of the node, then

DFN = max
1≤i≤n

⌊
r

di

⌋
∗ di (1)

Nearest Neighbor behind Association Point: The
Nearest Neighbor behind Association Point (NNb) algo-
rithm selects the neighbor nearest the association point of
the AP without having entered the coverage area. The idea
is to pass the IP address to a node immediately prior to
the node associating with the AP, so the node can use the
IP address immediately. Nodes have knowledge of their
neighbors, and this includes the location of their neighbors.



Nodes also know where they associated with the AP and
take that location as the association point.

For this algorithm, the distance between passing cars is
the distance from the node in possession of the IP to the
neighbor closest to the association point without passing
that point. Let lp be the location where a car starts to pass
its IP, and la is the location where a car starts to associate
with the AP.

DNNb = min
1≤i≤n

⌈
|lp − la|
di

⌉
∗ di (2)

4.1.2 Releasing

When there are no nodes in need of an IP address, a node re-
leases the address, otherwise, the AP will be unable to issue
the address again until a very long (typically hours or days)
timeout has occurred. Because the neighbor information is
known, a passing node will always know whether it should
pass the IP address to a neighbor. If the leaving node cannot
find a neighbor to benefit from the IP Passing, it releases the
IP so the AP is able to reissue it.

Releasing the IP does not occur instantaneously, it re-
quires the node to send a DHCP Release message before it
leaves the AP’s range. Let trelease be the time it takes for
the node to successfully send the DHCP release message.
The node must start sending the message trelease seconds
or drelease = trelease ∗ v meters before it exits the range of
the AP. The node’s current position, v, trelease, and the edge
of the AP’s range are known, so drelease can be calculated.

4.1.3 Multi-Hop IP Passing

If the association point is beyond one-hop distance of the
leaving node, which is likely if the AP is deployed near the
road, then the algorithms would have to select one or more
intermediate nodes to forward the IP. With the assumption
that a node knows its neighbor information, the IP address
can be passed through multiple hops with the help of the
two algorithms we discussed above.

When a node determines that the association point is out-
side its communication range, the IP address may be passed
to a node farther than its immediate neighbors. The leav-
ing node cannot know who will eventually receive the IP.
Therefore, instead of specifying the destination node ID, it
only specifies the intermediate node in the message header.
It uses the FN algorithm to pick the farthest neighbor as the
next hop, and specifies that node as the intermediate node to
forward the message. The intermediate node, upon receiv-
ing the message, will check whether the association point is
within its communication range. If true, it can use either FN
or NNb to deliver the message as the final step; otherwise, it
continues to forward the message to the next hop using the
above protocol.

If any intermediate node cannot find a proper neighbor
as the next hop, it will release the IP address to the AP.

4.2 Distributed Algorithms without
Neighbor Topology Awareness

For a more realistic VANET environment, we assume a
node knows nothing about the surrounding network topol-
ogy. It may have many neighbors of which it is unaware and
cannot choose the neighbor to pass the IP address to. Thus,
in this section we provide a method to approximate the algo-
rithms used in the previous section in a distributed manner.
The method for approximating the algorithms within one
hop are presented first, then a discussion on how to extend
to multiple hops is provided.

4.2.1 One-hop IP Passing

The basic idea of the distributed algorithms is the passing
node sends the reference position of a node to pass to, ei-
ther explicitly or implicitly. Nodes in the network then wait
an amount of time proportional to their distance from this
reference point before broadcasting a GARP. While wait-
ing to send the GARP, nodes listen promiscuously for other
nodes sending a GARP to claim the IP address. If a node
hears another node claim the IP address it does not send a
GARP.

When nodes send a GARP, they must listen for colli-
sions. If a collision occurs the nodes use exponential back-
off.

It is possible for one node to claim an IP address without
another node overhearing the claim. This could occur when
the claiming node sends the GARP and there is a collision
at the other node. Solving this problem is part of future
work. A potential solution is when a collision occurs be-
tween the passing message and when a node wants to claim
an IP address it must first ARP for that address.

Farthest Neighbor:
The FN without topology information (FNu) algorithm

emulates FN by basing the waiting time on the distance
from the passing node. This could be accomplished by the
passing node including its current location in the passing
message rather than the association point. This incurs no
additional overhead. The distance could be implicitly de-
termined based on the strength of the signal of the passing
message; however, this solution adds some complexity and
ensuring these signal strength values from wireless cards of
different model to be comparable is not always possible. So
we add the location of the passing node, the reference posi-
tion, in the passing message.

The passing node broadcasts the IP Passing message
when it is about to leave the AP coverage area. All nodes
who hear the message but do not yet have an IP address will



broadcast a GARP message after a specific delay δ
|lr−li| ,

where lr is the reference position, li is the location of the
ith neighbor, and δ is a constant to adjust the delay to a
more reasonable value. With this formula, the node farther
away from the passing node will broadcast the GARP mes-
sage earlier. The GARP message confirms that its sender
has taken the IP address. So other nodes who overhear
the GARP messages will abort their own GARP broadcast.
This process ensures the farthest neighbor will eventually
takes the IP address passed by the leaving node.

Nearest Neighbor behind Association Point:
Similar to the FNu, the distributed equivalent of the NNb

algorithm (NNbu) bases the waiting time on distance from
the association point. The location of the association point
is written in the passing message field by the leaving node,
and only the nodes behind the association point are allowed
to claim the IP address. The protocol to claim the IP is
similar to FNu, except the reference position included in
the passing message is the association point, and the nearest
neighbor to that position has the shortest waiting time, so it
is the first to reply.

4.2.2 Releasing

In the distributed approach, if a node simply sends a passing
message, there is no guarantee the corresponding IP address
will be used. For instance, this happens when a passing
node has no neighbors or no neighbors that need an IP ad-
dress. If a node blindly passes its IP address, the pool of
available addresses at the AP will quickly dwindle to zero.
To prevent this, an ACK message is required to tell the leav-
ing node whether the passing IP is taken. But because a
GARP message is broadcast from whoever takes the IP ad-
dress, this message can serve as the ACK, adding no extra
overhead.

However, as an ACK is required, a passing node need to
wait for an ACK message or a timeout if no one replies. The
passing node must attempt to pass its IP address earlier than
in the previous section. It must ensure that after a timeout,
it can still communicate with the AP and release the IP ad-
dress. The length of the timeout, ttimeout, should be long
enough that all nodes have a chance to claim the IP address.

To compute the IP passing distance (the distance be-
tween two nodes passing the IP address) for the distributed
algorithms (Du), we should take the above factors into ac-
count. So Du can be computed by revising the distance for-
mulas of the equivalent algorithms with the neighbor topol-
ogy awareness as below:

Du = D − (trelease + ttimeout) ∗ v (3)

4.2.3 Multi-Hop IP Passing without Neighbor Topol-
ogy Awareness

The multi-hop IP passing protocol discussed in the previ-
ous section can be easily adapted to fit in the distributed
approach, because of its distributed nature.

Without neighbor topology information, the distributed
algorithm can simply use FNu and NNbu wherever FN and
NNb were used in the previous section.

The only problem for implementing this solution is the
intermediate node does not broadcast GARP message as the
final destination. The intermediate node can still acknowl-
edge the receipt of the IP passing message implicitly be-
cause it will rebroadcast the message. This does not add
extra message overhead, nor force the passing node to start
passing the IP earlier than one-hop passing.

5 Algorithm Analyses

IP address passing should efficiently use IP addresses
and decrease the latency to connectivity for vehicles in a
VANET. The use fraction and average distance used met-
rics evaluate the efficiency of the algorithms. The average
latency to connectivity metric is used to compare the latency
of the algorithms.

In addition, IP address passing should scale well and al-
low as many cars as possible to connect to the Internet. The
denied request fraction metric is used to evaluate the scala-
bility of the algorithm.

The following analysis assumes cars are evenly spaced d
meters apart.

5.1 Use Fraction

The use fraction (u) is the fraction of the time an issued
IP address is utilized. The higher the use fraction the more
efficient the use of the address. When only using DHCP, the
use fraction is the time that a DHCP lease is used divided
by the time until it expires, texpire.

uDHCP =
R
v − tDHCP
texpire

(4)

With a car traveling at a reasonable speed and texpire
often in hours or days, uDHCP is very low. For an extreme
example, consider a car traveling 5 meters a second (about
10 MPH), an AP with road range of 200 meters, a tDHCP
of 4 seconds, and a texpire of 1 hour. Then uDHCP = .001.
In a real scenario a car would likely be traveling faster and
texpire would be much longer.

With all IP Passing algorithms, the use fraction is based
on the distance between passing nodes, D.

u =
{

R
D D > R
1 D ≤ R (5)



Figure 8: The use fraction depicts the percentage of time an IP is
used before the lease times out. For Traditional DHCP, leases are
very long and the use fraction is very low. With IP Passing, the use
fraction can be dramatically improved.

Figure 8 lets R = 100m, r = 200m, v = 30m/s, and
tDHCP = 0; these parameter values are all realistic or bi-
ased in favor of pure DHCP. It is clear all the algorithms per-
form significantly better than pure DHCP, particularly when
d is small. Overall, the NNb algorithm has the highest use
fraction because the goal is to pass to a node that is close to
the range of the AP. The FN algorithm also performs partic-
ularly well, significantly higher than DHCP with very low
expiration leases.

5.2 Average Distance Used

The average distance used, D̄, is the distance traveled by
a node with a usable IP address, while within range of the
AP. Distance covered while in possession of an IP but out
of range the AP is not counted.

When only using DHCP, the average distance used is
simply the range of the AP less the distance needed to ob-
tain the DHCP lease.

D̄DHCP = R− tDHCP ∗ v (6)

For the IP Passing algorithms, the average distance used
is the same as D except it can be no greater than the range
of the AP R.

D̄ =
{
R D > R
D D ≤ R (7)

Figure 9 lets R = 200m, r = 200m, v = 30m/s. When
the distance between cars is small all the algorithms per-
form significantly better than pure DHCP. For this metric,
the NNb algorithm performed the best.

Whenever D > R− tDHCP ∗v the IP passing algorithm
will be more efficient in terms of average distance used than
pure DHCP.

Figure 9: D bar (D̄) is the distance a node covers while using an
IP within range of an AP. DHCP cannot achieve the full coverage
area due to the time required to obtain a DHCP lease.

Equation 7 shows that D̄ is maximized when D ≥ R
and equation 5 shows that u is maximized when D ≤ R.
Thus the overall efficiency is maximized when D = R.
The algorithm with D closest to R would maximize both
metrics of efficiency.

We define efficiency as u ∗ D̄. Given a realistic scenario
where R = 200m, r = 200m, d = 5m, v = 30m/s,
tDHCP = 2s, and texpire = 1hour, both algorithms are
over 700 times more efficient than traditional DHCP.

5.3 Average Latency to Connectivity

The average latency to connectivity, lat, is the amount
of time from when a node enters the range of the AP un-
til it has a usable IP address. When using only DHCP
lat = tDHCP . The lat for the IP passing algorithms is
equal to the time it takes to pass the IP address, tpass, send
the GARP, tGARP , and the time the node is in range be-
fore it receives the passed IP address, tinrange. Note that
tinrange can be negative, but can only offset tpass because
the GARP must be sent while in the AP’s range. Thus
tinrange = max(−tpass, R−Dv ).

lat = tpass + tGARP + tinrange (8)

Figure 10 lets R = 200m, v = 30m/s, tpass =
tinrange = 100µs; these parameter values are all realis-
tic. It is important to note the IP Passing algorithm would
effectively be limited by the latency of pure DHCP, because
nodes use DHCP to obtain an address when no address is
passed to them.

Both the algorithms perform significantly better than
pure DHCP when d is small. The NNb algorithm performs
the best, since it attempts to pass IPs to vehicles before they
enter the coverage area. This effectively shows our algo-
rithms can dramatically reduce the latency to connectivity.



Figure 10: The average time from when a node enters the range
of an AP until it has a usable IP address. DHCP is always a fixed
amount; while IP Passing can vary, it can obtain an IP address in
under one-tenth of a second.

This is especially important in scenarios where connectivity
is very brief, such as accessing home WiFi networks from
the highway.

5.4 Denied Request Fraction

The denied request fraction, dr, is the fraction of DHCP
Requests an AP can not serve because it has issued its en-
tire pool of addresses. This can occur when there are more
nodes in range of the AP than IP addresses. This can also
occur when nodes leaving the range of the AP do not pass
or release the IP address, as in [1].

When only using DHCP, the number of requests for an
IP per texpire is the number of cars that enter the range of
the AP. Let npool be the total number of leases an AP has to
distribute. Thus for only DHCP the dr is given by equation
9.

dr = max

0,

⌈
v∗texpire

d

⌉
− npool⌈

v∗texpire

d

⌉
 (9)

For the IP address passing algorithm, the denied request
fraction is zero whenever the number of IP addresses avail-
able is greater than the number of cars within range of the
AP. Thus for the IP passing algorithms the dr is given by
equation 10.

dr = max

0,

⌈
max(R,D)

d

⌉
− npool⌈

max(R,D)
d

⌉
 (10)

Let R = 200m, r = 200m, v = 30m/s, npool = 255.
In Figure 11, the IP passing algorithms mirror one another.
When d is very small, D ≈ R, so max(R,D) ≈ R for all
the algorithms.

Figure 11: Denied request fraction is the percentage of DHCP
requests an AP cannot serve. Due to the length of DHCP leases, a
DHCP pool can become saturated very quickly. With IP Passing,
only the minimum amount of IPs required to satisfy all vehicles
passing through the AP coverage area will be used.

The IP Passing algorithms dramatically outperform even
pure DHCP with a lease time of one minute. When com-
pared to a more realistic pure DHCP with a lease time of
one hour all the algorithms provide over 1000 times more
connectivity to passing vehicles.

6 Related Work

The CarTel paper series discusses the usage of in-
situ networks, DHCP connection times, and DHCP lease
caching [5] [1]. During their data collection phase, By-
chkovsky et al. discovered that DHCP leases require on
average 2.5 seconds to obtain after a node is associated with
an AP [1]. Their solution was to cache IP address leases for
reuse when accessing the AP at a later time [1]. However,
several issues arise when caching leases. For example, most
commercial APs have limited IP addresses. Caching may
not always be possible, because the cached lease may expire
before the vehicle returns several hours later. Furthermore,
this is of no help to vehicles passing an AP for the first time.
IP Passing will provide substantial gains in performance by
providing AP coverage area information for association as
well as eliminating the overhead of DHCP, after the initial
acquisition.

Most work on DHCP for VANETs focuses on the distri-
bution of IPs amongst the vehicles, not between the vehicles
and the AP [10, 9, 7, 3, 15].

Hadaller et al. [4] describe a method to overcome a
performance anomaly within 802.11. In any 802.11 net-
work, the worst performing device will degrade the net-
work performance for every other device. VANETs oper-
ate in a broadcast based medium, so only one device can be
transmitting within a given transmission radius. Within this
medium, a device with a poor connection will transmit at



a slower rate or suffer transmission errors, causing retrans-
missions, thereby degrading overall performance. Hadaller
et al. proposes to allocate more transmission time to devices
closer to the AP. Combining this concept with IP Passing,
which reduces the number of messages required for estab-
lishing communications, would be a very beneficial com-
bination for reducing overhead and increasing the perfor-
mance of VANETs.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have shown that by leveraging existing technologies,
without AP modification, we can reduce the amount of net-
work traffic and overhead required for a node to connect to
the Internet in a VANET. The DHCP request process con-
sists of four 428 bytes messages and multiple 128 byte ARP
requests. The IP Passing protocol lowers the network over-
head to two packets with a combined maximum size of 296
bytes, which is a factor of 6 better than Traditional DHCP.
Additionally, the overhead for implementing IP Passing can
be further reduced by piggy-backing the IP Passing mes-
sages with vehicle-to-vehicle updates for position informa-
tion or other messages in the underlying network architec-
ture.

It is possible to implement IP Passing in both neighbor-
aware and neighbor-unaware networks and the neighbor un-
aware protocol is only slightly less optimal. The broadcast
based neighbor-unaware protocol’s performance is reduced
due to the required delay to avoid collisions and contention
for passed IPs. We expect that this small drop in perfor-
mance will be compensated for by eliminating the need to
maintain network structure. We plan to run simulations to
determine if our intuition is correct.

We have currently only examined the benefits of passing
IPs between vehicles with the same direction of travel. An
interesting area of future work is determining the benefits of
bidirectional passing. We also plan on exploring the effects
of non-uniform speeds, transmission ranges, and APs.
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